THE COST OF INERTIA
An annual report from comparethemarket.com

Introduction:
Simon McCulloch, Director at comparethemarket.com:
The cost of living is going up. Annual household bills have risen

It is not the case however that the UK is adamantly anti-

by over £550 in the past three years according to statistics from

switching. Only 6% of people across all products said that

comparethemarket.com – increasing around three and a half

there was no amount of money which would convince them to

times faster than inflation in the same period.

shop around. In fact, UK adults were able to isolate the exact
financial saving it would take to incentivise them to switch. The

Shopping around on energy tariffs, as well as motor and

so called “tipping point” was a £66 saving on motor insurance,

home insurance, remains one of the most effective ways of

£64 on home insurance and £99 on energy bills.

combating these rising costs, yet the majority of people are
still not taking advantage of these potential savings. In fact,

The irony is that the savings available to those who switch

this lack of people carrying out price comparison means that

are often far higher than people expect it to be. The latest

UK households are missing out on over £400 in savings, on

comparethemarket.com data shows that motorists who

average, every year.

change provider could save an average of £120 – almost double
the expected saving. For energy, the savings are even greater;

The Cost of Inertia Report, a new study from the

regulator Ofgem calculates that customers who switch from

comparethemarket.com’s Simples Lab, calculates the cost

non-competitive standard variable tariffs to a fixed rate can

saving it would take to incentivise consumers to seek out and

save around £2061 . For home insurance, comparethemarket.

change to a more competitive deal. In other words, how much

com estimates that half of customers (50%) could save £95.

do consumers say they would have to save in order for them to

These figures suggest that the savings gap between the overall

believe switching is worth their while?

tipping point and the overall available savings has reached
£192.

Over 1,000 UK adults, who own both a home and a car, were
asked by the Simples Lab whether they had switched energy,

When asked why they chose to auto-renew with their

motor or home insurance products, why they had or hadn’t

current provider, the most common reason (29%) was that

made the change, and how much of a saving it would take for

people don’t believe they will get a better deal elsewhere,

them to swap providers.

and worryingly one in ten (8%) admitted they simply aren’t
interested enough to bother comparing prices.

Overall, just over a third (36%) of people had switched at least
one insurance or energy product in the last twelve months.

comparethemarket.com’s Simples Lab has termed this group

Households were most likely to switch motor insurer (42%),

the “actively inert” – despite being able to save in excess of the

followed by home insurance (34%) and finally energy (30%).

amount they believe would be their tipping point to switch,

These numbers suggest that the majority of the UK is still auto-

they still don’t shop around. There’s no good reason to pay

renewing one or more of their household products, cutting

over the odds; by far the most effective way to encourage

themselves off from potentially saving hundreds of pounds

competitive pricing is to vote with your feet and switch.

every year.
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Motor Insurance

Home Insurance

Energy

Total

Tipping Point

£66

£64

£99

£229

Available Saving

£120

£95

£206

£421

Difference

£54

£31

£176

£192

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/infographic-bills-prices-and-profits
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Motor
• Motorists’ “tipping point”, the expected saving they need to switch provider is £66
• Motorists could actually save an average of £120 by switching
• The average “click through” motor premium across all age groups stands at £761
• Londoners have the highest switching tipping point at £89

The cost of inertia
Motor insurance premiums have
steadily increased over the past five
years, and the average price in the
UK currently stands at £761, up 30%
since the same period in 2013.
When asked if they had switched
their motor insurer in the last
year, 58% of respondents admitted
they had not. This equates to
approximately 22.2 million drivers
nationwide and, with the average
saving for switching currently
standing at £120, this is equal to lost
savings of around £2.6 billion across
the UK. These findings indicate
that motorists who stick with their

What’s the tipping point?

worthwhile to switch insurance provider.

existing insurer end up paying

According to the Simples Lab research,

However, the actual average saving

significantly over the odds on what is

UK motorists think that they would only

which drivers can make by shopping

an already high household expense.

have to save £66 in order for it to feel

around on their car insurance is almost
double that at £120. Only one in ten
motorists said they would consider
switching for a saving of £101 to £150 –
which is far closer to the actual saving.
Indeed, comparethemarket.com data
shows that 80-90% of customers can
make at least the expected saving of
£66 and the majority could save far
more; 50% of customers could save up
to £261 on their car insurance premium
and a quarter (25%), who most likely
have not shopped around in some time,
could save up to £645. That only 42% of
motorists have looked to capitalise on
these savings, shows that the majority of
drivers are still “actively inert” – willing

At the end of June 2018, there were 38.2 million licensed vehicles in Great Britain
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740109/vehicle-licensing-statistics-april-to-june-2018.pdf
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Region

Average premium

Tipping Point

Actual Saving

Difference

East

£1,008.77

£67.52

£133.20

£65.68

East Midlands

£1,035.90

£63.75

£143.63

£79.88

London

£1,493.91

£89.90

£175.75

£85.85

North East

£1,039.58

£72.57

£146.28

£73.71

North West

£1,243.33

£66.72

£180.58

£113.86

Scotland

£857.03

£57.41

£118.47

£61.06

South East

£973.67

£64.46

£128.74

£64.28

South West

£835.88

£59.43

£110.59

£51.16

Wales

£945.45

£49.56

£137.68

£88.12

West Midlands

£1,224.13

£71.38

£176.48

£105.10

Yorkshire &
Humberside

£1,181.31

£54.14

£167.61

£113.47

to switch for a certain saving, but still

below the national average at £411.

this age group is reflective of the higher

don’t find the time to shop around.

Insurance premiums tend to reduce for

premiums they already pay and the fact

older drivers as they are deemed more

they are seeking the most effective way

Age Disparity

experienced and less of a risk on the

to save money on their bills.

The amount of money which drivers

roads.

would have to save to make them

The difference between the amount

consider switching differs significantly

By contrast, drivers under 24 pay an

it would take them to switch and the

by age group.

average annual premium of £1,333,

actual saving they could make is far

or £572 above the average. Motorists

greater than they think. Data from

For those aged 65 and over, the tipping

in this age bracket say they would

comparethemarket.com shows that the

point falls slightly from an average of

have to save £88 in order for it to feel

average saving for a driver under 24

£66 to £64, however the average motor

worthwhile to switch provider. The

who shops around is £253 – £165 more

premium this age group pays is well

higher tipping point to switch among

than this demographic expects to save.
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However, the research suggests that
higher premiums are not driving young
people to act. Those drivers under 24 are

The UK is more likely to shop around for

just as likely, or unlikely, to shop around

motor insurance than home cover or
energy, but 58% of drivers still stick with

for their motor insurance as those aged
over 65; for both age groups, nearly

the same provider and lock themselves

two thirds (64%) said that they had not

out of an average saving of £120. The
fact that motorists know they could save

changed motor insurance provider in the
last year – the highest proportion out

money - and say they could be persuaded
to switch for as little as £66 - demonstrates

of any age group against an average of
58%.

the cost of being actively inert, especially in

Demographic differences

a market where motor premiums are near
all-time highs.

It is well known that many motorists are
at the mercy of a car insurance postcode
lottery, with varying cost increases and

“The gap between the cheapest and
average premiums available on the market
has expanded in recent years, partly
thanks to hikes in Insurance Premium Tax
and changes to the Ogden Discount Rate.

decreases up and down the country.
Insurers consider where their customers
live and the relative safety of the area
when pricing risk and this is factored into
the cost of the premium.

Drivers who fail to switch will pay hundreds
of pounds more to insure their vehicle than
they would three, or even five years ago.

comparethemarket.com data suggests
that London is the most expensive
region to insure a car, with click through
premiums costing an average of £1,493.

Simon McCulloch, Director at comparethemarket.com

The South West, by contrast, is the
cheapest place to insure a car, with the
average premium costing £835.
The amount it would take drivers to

in this region saying they had switched

ways. Registering yourself as a builder,

consider switching motor insurance

motor insurer in the past 12 months.

for example, may result in lower

provider also varies across different

premiums than if you register as a brick

parts of the country. Londoners have the

Saving money on your motor

layer. Whilst small tweaks might save

highest tipping point at £89 which, as

insurance:

you some money, the most important

with young drivers, reflects the already

• Switching insurance 21 days

thing is to be as accurate as possible.

high premiums drivers in this region

before your renewal date is the

have to pay for car insurance. Drivers in

optimum time to keep premiums low.

• If you are lucky enough to have access

Wales require the lowest incentive to

comparethemarket.com research found

to off road parking or a garage, make

switch, with a tipping point of £49.

that drivers stand to save an average of

sure that your insurer is aware as it can

£244 if they switch provider three weeks

significantly reduce your premiums.

Londoners are one of the least likely

before their renewal date.

regions to switch with 66% admitting

• Using a telematics box, which analyses

they had not changed motor provider in

• Your job can have an impact on

your driving patterns to determine your

the past year, behind only drivers in the

insurance premiums as some professions

risk profile and ultimately the premium

East (70%) and North East (71%). The

are deemed lower risk than others.

you pay, can help careful drivers to

North West is the region most likely to

Whilst lying is fraud, many jobs can

demonstrate that they are low risk and

shop around with 51% of respondents

legitimately be described in various

thereby reduce the cost of insurance.
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Energy
• 70% of respondents said they had not switched their energy provider in the last year
• Households say they would have to save £99 in order for it to feel worthwhile to switch energy provider,
despite available savings of £206
• Households overspending on energy by £2.8 billion nationwide

The cost of inertia
Energy is the product where the
greatest savings are available but where
households are often least inclined
to switch provider. According to the
research, 70% of respondents said they
had not switched their energy provider
in the last year – a higher proportion
than motor or home insurance.
Most fixed energy tariffs are one or
two years long and when a contract
finishes, customers can be rolled onto

vulnerable members of society.

But many are also switching sceptics.

less competitive standard variable and

People over 65 say that they would

Three quarters (75%) of respondents

other default tariffs unless they switch

only be nudged into changing

over 65 said that they had not switched

provider. According to Ofgem’s latest

provider for a saving of £115.

energy provider in the last year. Similarly,

figures , households on a standard

Older generations often struggle to

when asked why they had not switched

variable tariff pay an average of

afford the cost of energy, especially

provider, 39% of this demographic said

£1,137 per year for gas and electricity,

in the winter months; previous

they didn’t believe they could get a

compared to those on a fixed rate tariff

research by comparethemarket.

better deal elsewhere. Because of this

who pay an average of £931, a difference

com showed that 43% of elderly

cynicism, often combined with a lack of

of £206. With Ofgem estimating that

people are worried that cold

familiarity with technology compared

3

around 54% of households are on SVTs,

weather will lead to higher energy

to younger generations, this older

or 14 million5, this equates to customers

costs and over one in ten (11%)

demographic requires a higher financial

overspending on energy by around £2.8

fear they won’t be able to afford an

incentive to take the time and effort to

billion annually.

increase in their bills.

change providers.

What’s the tipping point?

Percentage of those age groups who have switched energy provider in the past

Households say they would have to save

twelve months

4

£99 in order for it to feel worthwhile
to switch energy provider, and only 8%
of respondents said they would need

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

16%

37%

33%

40%

30%

25%

to save over £250 – the closest to the
average saving available.
Demographic disparity
The tipping point however
significantly increases amongst more
3
4
5

Amount households would have to save on energy to switch provider by age group

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

£95.29

£75.80

£97.04

£92.41

£103.83

£115.57

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/infographic-bills-prices-and-profits
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2018/10/state_of_the_energy_market_report_2018.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
birthsdeathsandmarriages/families/bulletins/familiesandhouseholds/2017
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2018 saw record numbers of people switch energy provider, but our research suggests that 70% of
households still don’t shop around and significantly undervalue the amount they could save by doing so.
“The introduction of the energy price may lure people into a false sense of security. There is a risk that
the cap will cause the price of energy to increase overall as companies will move the costs of new fixed
tariff deals closer to the cap level, eroding potential savings. Even those on a fixed tariff, rather than an
SVT, still might not be getting the best deal available and we remain concerned that the price cap will
create a false sense of saving and protection.
“Often it is those who can benefit the most from switching who have the most trouble doing so. The
rising cost of energy is a real concern for older people, especially when household bills are already sky
high. Cold weather already presents worrying health problems to this demographic and it is critical they
should not be faced with additional costs at a time when they are at their most vulnerable. Helping an
older friend or family member to switch is a worthwhile action in these colder months.
Simon McCulloch, Director at comparethemarket.com

Why do people switch energy?

standard tariff. Often standard tariffs are

• Consider getting a smart meter to

The high cost of renewal prices is a

more expensive, but if you don’t mind

monitor exactly how much energy

key reason why people switch energy

taking the initiative to switch more often

you’re using in both kilowatts and

provider, with a fifth of people (20%)

when your prices go up, then there are a

pounds and pence. But be warned;

changing because they were fed up with

number of competitively priced variable

the current generation of smart

high prices. Continuous price hikes led a

tariffs on offer.

meters are only compatible with one

similar number (17%) to shop around. In

provider, meaning they could be

2018 an increase in the cost of wholesale

• Reduce your bills even further by going

rendered ineffectual if you decide to

energy, as well as the government’s

paperless, as some suppliers charge extra

switch. The new generation of smart

introduction of an energy price cap has

for paper bills. Make sure to pay your bill

meters, yet to be made available

led all of the Big 6 energy suppliers to

via direct debit as this can be more cost

to the public, hopes to solve this

announce price hikes to their tariffs.

effective than paying on receipt of the bill.

interoperability issue.

Saving money on your energy bills:

• Try going eco-friendly and reducing

• Make your home more energy

• Make sure you’re on the best deal

your usage. Turning off the lights when

efficient by improving your insulation,

for you by regularly shopping around.

leaving a room, installing energy saving

updating your boiler or even installing

If you prefer the security of knowing

lightbulbs and ensuring appliances are

solar panels. Make sure you research

what you’re paying each month, then

switched off at the wall when not in use

the grants available to help pay for

make sure you’re on a fixed rather than

can help save money and the planet.

these investments.
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Home
• The average home insurance premium in 2018 was £181
• Households say they would need to save £64 before switching insurer
• Two thirds (66%) have not switched home insurer in the last twelve months

The cost of inertia
As with motor insurance and energy
tariffs, the decision not to switch home
insurance provider is leading many
households to overpay on their bills.
The average home insurance premium
in 2018 stood at £181. By contrast, the
cheapest premium available on the
market was nearly £40 cheaper at £142.
Two thirds (66%) of home owners
admit they have not changed insurance
provider in the past year, equating to
over 17 million homes6 and leading to
an overpayment of over half a billion
pounds7 nationwide.
Regional differences
The cost of home insurance, as with motor
insurance, can be something of a lottery.
Providers underwrite risk based on a

Average Home Insurance Premium

variety of factors, including the safety of

Greater London

£236.79

an area. This may explain why Londoners

Northern Ireland

£193.43

South East

£184.28

the higher likelihood of burglary in urban

East Anglia

£182.44

areas. Londoners pay the highest premiums

Yorkshire and the Humber £174.20

say they would have to save as much as
£85 in order to switch insurer, based on

for home insurance across the country at
an average of £236. The North East is the

Scotland

£172.37

cheapest region for home insurance, with

North West

£169.46

Wales

£169.17

Appetite for switching

East Midlands

£166.22

Of those who did shop around for home

South West

£164.69

the main driver. Over half (55%) say

West Midlands

£160.24

that they always shop around and know

North East

£147.43

an average premium of £147.

insurance, force of habit seems to be

the best deals are found by switching.
6
7

In the UK there were 27.2 million households in 2017: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/families/bulletins/familiesandhouseholds/2017
66% of 27.2 million households is 17.95 million, multiplied by the average saving of £38.81 is six hundred ninety-six million
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Hikes to insurance premium tax have taken their toll and
homeowners are now paying substantially more than they
were a few years ago to protect where they live. With costs
on the rise, it’s more important than ever to save money
and our research suggests that half of all customers could
save £95 by switching.
“Cost isn’t the only important factor when choosing a home
insurance policy. Terms and conditions can vary by provider
and it’s crucial you know what is covered in the event you
have to make a claim. For example, if the weather gets
blustery, it’s important for homeowners to know that
certain conditions have to be met for an insurer to classify
a weather event as a ‘storm’. Similarly, if you have to claim
for escape of water and you don’t have comprehensive
insurance, you could find that the insurer pays to find the
leaky pipe, but not to fix it.
Simon McCulloch, Director at comparethemarket.com

Nearly a third (32%) change provider

Saving money on your home insurance:

• Combining your buildings and

as they are aware that loyalty doesn’t

• Don’t just go with your mortgage

contents insurance is often cheaper

pay and are looking to avoid the cost of

provide, even if they try to convince you

than purchasing two separate

renewal. Over one in ten (11%) say they

that it’s compulsory to purchase their

policies.

shop around to offset continuous price

product. Previous research shows taking

hikes. Home insurance is also subject

this default option instead of shopping

• Up your excess. Increasing the

to Insurance Premium Tax which has

around means owners could be paying

upfront amount you have to pay in

increased in recent years. Accordingly,

£66 more than they need to, rather than

the event of a claim can help keep

home insurance premiums have risen

searching for more competitive deals.

premiums down.

15% from £157 in 2014 to £181 in 2018.
• Think before you claim. Paying
The actively inert

out of your own pocket for minor

Of those who had not switched home

repairs can be more cost efficient,

insurance provider, over a quarter (26%)

once you consider the excess and

said it was because they don’t believe

potentially losing your no claims

they will get a better deal elsewhere

discount.

and, in a fifth (20%) of cases, home
owners said that the cost of renewal

• Paying your premium annually,

was lower than last year’s premium, but

rather than monthly, may seem

it’s worth noting that just because your

a significant upfront cost but

current provider is offering you a lower

can often end up cheaper in the

price than your previous year’s premium

long run as some insurers charge

with them, you could still find an even

administration fees on top of

cheaper deal by shopping around.

each payment.
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Methodology
All data, other than that referenced in the footnotes, is sourced

comparethemarket.com’s Simples Lab is an innovation

from comparethemarket.com.

laboratory which develops creative solutions to keep
consumers’ lives simple, and to reduce the stress and

When the average price is referred to, this is the mean average

complication of admin when it comes to managing household

of the top five cheapest prices presented to a customer, where

finances.

a consumer has clicked through to buy. Buying from the
top five cheapest prices presented represents 90% of all car

All motor premium data refers to motor insurance products

insurance sales.

featuring comprehensive, third party fire and theft or thirdparty cover. All home premium data refers to home insurance

When the cheapest price is referred to, this is the average

products featuring buildings, contents and joint cover.

cheapest price presented, where a customer has clicked
through to buy.

Polling data was conducted by Populus in a survey of 1,142
UK adults who own a home and a car between the 21st and
22nd of November 2018.
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